
Lectures 7:  Maximum likelihood I.
(nonlinear least square fits)

𝜒2    fitting procedure!



example: testing coin making machine



Model for motivating nonlinear least squares fitting (𝜒2 fitting) 

Manufacturer prints coins noticing that the printing machine produces biased heads/tails 
with a fixed value of p for heads. p(x) is dependent on the machine temperature x. This p 
can be measured by tossing n coins from the batch and measuring the binomial 
probability p of the batch. For some plotting convenience of the analysis 2p - 0.4 is 
determined by measuring 2nhead/n - 0.4 which turns out to be the function of the 
temperature where the machine operates (temperature x is recorded for the 
measurement). The results also depend on five parameters b1 … b5 of the mechanical 
construction of the printing machine. A smart theorist comes up with a model how the 
value of p depends on the temperature x and the five parameters b1 … b5:

Manufacturer wants to determine the parameters  b1 … b5  so that they can operate the 
machine at the temperature where 2p - 0.4 = 0.6 so that p=0.5 and the coins are 
unbiased. This will require to fit the five parameters b1 … b5  of the machine based on the 
available data at many temperatures. How do we do that?

f(x)=2p-0.4 is the 
measured value of 2p-0.4  
as a function of 
temperature x
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central limit theorem:

10,000 trials of 1,000 tosses

normal distribution (bell curve)



Data are collected at various temperatures xi.

At each temperature xi  the value yi = 2n(i)heads/n - 0.4 is 
measured to approximate 2p - 0.4 from n coin tosses

But yi  has some error ei

What is the error?
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Maximum Likelihood discussion



increasing temperature x  
in some arbitrary units

Maximum Likelihood discussion



Maximum Likelihood parameter errors?

CLT: confidence level test


